Arcus Flow
Arcus Flow offers real time statistics on building traffic. Using state of the
art vision tracking, Arcus Flow gives highly accurate statistcs in counting and
flow of people in your facility. Arcus Flow tracks movement at entrances,
exits, and specific locations such as event rooms, cafes, and meeting rooms.
Arcus Flow helps you better understand the usage of your building. Reports
for direction of travel, people in the space, and average time spent in a
space.
Reports use dynamic live data that can be drilled down for more detail, with
export options for custom reporting. Statistics are available online at any
time from the Arcus web interface and regular reports can be emailed.
Arcus Flow people counting is significantly more accurate than radar and
infrared beam people counters as it is designed to count large volumes of
people moving at the same time including the direction they are traveling.

Technology
Arcus Flow is a cloud based managed service solution. Statistics can be viewed
from anywhere with an internet connection. People Counters are monitored
by Adilam to ensure maximum uptime. Data is stored locally when offline and
uploaded when connection is restored.
Arcus Flow people counters can be installed in exits, entrances, doorways, and
corridors. They can be used to track statistics in a building or part of a building.
Multiple counters can be installed for dynamic reports on internal traffic flow.
Live Arcus Flow reports can be opened at any time using our intuitive web
page interface. Weekly or monthly reports can also be emailed.
Enter and Exit Reports
These reports give accurate up to the minute statistics on traffic flow. Separate
figures are given for people moving in and out of a space.
People in Building Report
This report gives the count of people in a space. We show a maximum,
minimum, and average count. When multiple counters are installed, this report
will reflect usage in each part of the building.
Average Time
As Arcus Flow knows each time someone enters and exits, we can show the
average amount of time spent in a space. When multiple counters are installed
this report will reflect usage in each part of a building.

Arcus You Can Count On
Adilam is a leading RFID, IoT and vision systems provider. With a global network of technology partners, and a highly skilled
team of engineers, we provide a range of hardware and software solutions. These solutions are deployed on the world’s first
cloud based RFID application platform, Arcus—a rapid deployment platform managing the core elements of people, assets,
inventory and movement and layered with custom built applications for each clients needs.
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